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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the Cite4Me Web application and its features
created for the LAK Challenge 2013. The Web application focuses
on two main directions: (i) interlinking of the LAK dataset with
related data sources from the Linked Open Data cloud; and (ii)
providing innovative search, visualization, retrieval and recommen-
dation of scientific publications from the LAK dataset and related
interlinked resources. Our approach is based on semantic and co-
occurrence relations to provide new browsing experiences to Web
users and an overview of scientific data available. Furthermore, we
present a detailed analysis of the LAK dataset along with applica-
tions which contributes to the development of the learning analytics
field.

1. INTRODUCTION
The volume of information on the Web has been growing steadily

over the last decade and has doubled every two years. The vast
amount of data available on the Web along with new means of
communications have transformed our society, including the way
we work, live, relate to each other and learn.

In the midst of change, the Learning Analytics emerges to make
sense of the produced educational data reported by learners, pro-
fessors, institutions and so on. Analyzing and understanding the
changes along the past years help us to understand the current state
and be aware of the forthcoming trends, enabling a new outlook of
the future of learning.

A recent challenge initiative of SOLAR1 and LinkedUp2 project
arises to leverage the creation of tools that enables the analysis,
visualization, browsing and recommendation of scientific and edu-
cational data.

Although the scientific field has fostered the creation of new
applications in several areas, such as medical, biology, physics,
amongst others, the information access is based mostly on free
text search and on hierarchical classification system of the pub-

1Society for Learning Analytics Research - http://www.
solaresearch.org
2http://linkedup-project.eu/
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lications3. However, current approaches by main digital library
providers, such as ACM Digital Library4 and Elsevier5, do not
represent the current state of research on exploring resources us-
ing approaches from Information Retrieval, Information Extraction
and Semantic Web. Thus, get an overview of research topics, find
publications and discover new nomenclatures are an arduous and
laborious task that are not always successful.

In this paper, we introduce Cite4Me a novel application for ex-
ploratory search, retrieval and visualization of scientific publica-
tions. Cite4Me intends to provide to the end users a single point for
accessing papers and hence reducing efforts of searching in several
data sources. Our system takes advantage of reference datasets,
such as DBpedia6, to explore semantic relationships between sci-
entific papers and user queries. Additionally, an analysis of topic
coverage and shared concepts from related educational datasets, ex-
tracted from the Linked Open Data cloud, will be introduced.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the approach used for searching, retrieving and recom-
mending papers. Section 3 describes the process of dataset dis-
covery and interlinking and Section 4 shows a brief result analysis
of the data discovery. Finally, Section 5 presents related work and
Section 6 presents some concluding remarks.

2. CITE4ME
As one of the main goals of the field of “Learning Analytics” is

to support students in their learning process, we developed a Web
application called Cite4Me7 that assists students in making deci-
sions to find scientific publications and identify relevant research
topics.

Cite4Me implements semantic and co-occurrence methods to (a)
search and retrieve scientific publications; and (b) recommend sci-
entific publications. Moreover, it provides a Web interface that fa-
cilitates the search for publications and may help users on discov-
ering related terms to a given query.

In this section, we provide an overview of the major features
of the Web application and its Web interface that assist users to
explore scientific data on the Web.

2.1 Search and Retrieval
Cite4Me relies on search functionalities to meet the users needs.

Briefly, we implemented standard Information Retrieval (IR) and
Semantic Web (SW) approaches to retrieve and recommend scien-
tific papers to the users. We divided this subsection into (i) free text
3http://www.acm.org/about/class/
4http://dl.acm.org
5http://www.elsevier.com
6http://dbpedia.org
7http://www.cite4me.com/



search; (ii) exploratory search; and (iii) semantic search.

2.1.1 Free Text Search
The purpose of the free text search functionality is to offer users

the abilities to search for mentions, titles and authors of academic
publications contained in the LAK dataset. Even though, this func-
tionality is similar to existing digital libraries, we agree that this is a
basic functionality that must be provided by our application. There-
fore, we use standard vector space models (tf-idf ) for indexing and
retrieving documents.

The tf-idf scores were computed for each term extracted from the
publication content after applying stemming [14]. Furthermore, the
searching functionality offers boolean queries with standard oper-
ators, such as ’OR’, ’AND’, and also a ranking of the matching
publications based on the sum of tf-idf scores from the individual
query terms.

In summary, our free text search provides to the users publica-
tions (P) that match query terms and non-matching publications
P′, which are related to P according to a degree of similarity (see
Eq. 1), but does not contain the query terms.

The similarity between a matching publication P and other non-
matching publication P′ in the LAK dataset is measured by the
standard cosine similarity measure, which is built on top of the
computed tf-idf scores.

S im(P, P′) =
P · P′

|P||P′|
(1)

where P and P′ represent the tf-idf scores for the terms in two dis-
tinct publications.

2.1.2 Exploratory Search
In this section, we provide detailed insights on the exploratory

search functionality of our application. As a preliminary step to
provide analytics and information about the actual content and top-
ics coverage, all the scientific publications contained in the LAK
dataset are previously enriched. The enrichment process was per-
formed using DBpedia Spotlight API8, where entities, entity types
and their respective categories were extracted.

After the enrichment process, we cluster the publications accord-
ing to entities and its categories found in each document. The publi-
cations are clustered in a tree-based structure over the enrichments.
Note that, each node of the tree represents a topic in which a pub-
lication under this node covers. Thus, the exploratory search is
performed through the topics covered by each publication.

The process of linking publications, categories and extra re-
sources is mediated by DBpedia knowledge graph, where we use
the dcterms:subject property to match the resources.

Thus, as a result, the exploratory search provides a way to
explore resources through the connections between their topics,
which facilitates the search for topically related resources. Figure 1
shows the exploratory search.

2.1.3 Semantic Search
Cite4Me provides also a semantic search engine that assists users

to find publications semantically related to the query terms. Analo-
gously to explicit semantic analysis (ESA) technique [5], the relat-
edness score, is computed between the enriched concepts found in
the publications’ content.

Basically, the semantic search is an adaptation of the free text
search presented in the Section 2.1.1. Instead of computing the
tf-idf scores for the words in a text, it computes the tf-idf score
8http://dbpedia.org/spotlight

for the entities contained in a publication. Finally, the ranking of
the results is based on the sum of the tf-idf scores of the matching
concepts.

Figure 2 illustrates the semantic search functionality. It also gen-
erates a tag cloud from matching publications, showing the most
prominent terms for a given query. Specifically, the tag cloug based
on the results helps the users to have an insight about the topics and
may assist in finding related terms previously unknown by them.

2.2 Paper recommendation
Another key feature of our system is the paper recommendation

based on semantic relationships extracted from reference datasets.
The recommendation is based on a previous work [12, 11], where
we exploit the number of paths and the distance (length of a path)
between given entities to compute a relatedness score between ex-
tracted entities and associated documents. The first step to measure
the relatedness between documents is to compute the semantic con-
nectivity score (S CS e) of the entities found in each text (see Eq. 2).

S CS e(a, b) =

τ∑
l=1

βl · |paths<l>
(a,b)| (2)

where |paths<l>
(a,b)| is the number of paths between a and b of length l

and 0 < β ≤ 1 is a positive damping factor. As in [12, 11], we used
β = 0.5 as our damping factor. Furthermore, we also constrained
the length of a path to τ = 4.

Based on the score for entities, we then define the semantic con-
nectivity score (S CS w) between two documents W1 and W2 as fol-
lows:

S CS w(W1,W2)=


∑

e1∈E1
e2∈E2
e1,e2

S CS e(e1, e2) +
|E1 ∩ E2 |

2

 ∗
1

|E1 | ∗ |E2 |
(3)

where Ei is the set of entities associated with Wi, for i = 1, 2. Note
that documents that contain the same entities receive an extra bonus
(the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 3).

Thus, a list of documents pairs is generated and ranked according
the score and suggested to the user. Figure 3 illustrates the paper
recommendation process computed based on S CS w.

3. DATASET DISCOVERY AND INTER-
LINKING

This section briefly describes the datasets used on automatic re-
lated data discovery from DataHub9 and future steps on dataset dis-
covery and interlinking.

3.1 LAK Dataset
The LAK dataset contains the metadata of the papers published

in the proceedings of LAK conference 2011-12, a special issue of
Learning and Knowledge Analytics: Educational Technology &
Society, the proceedings of the International Conference on Educa-
tional Data Mining (2008-12) and the Journal of Educational Data
Mining (2008-12). In total, 315 descriptions of papers containing
detailed information about authors, institutions, conference venues
and the full content of the paper were available.

3.2 Data Analysis
The goal of the data analysis procedure is to align the various

publications in the LAK dataset based on mutual information, such
9http://www.datahub.io



Figure 1: Preview of the exploratory search funcionality.

Figure 2: Preview of the semantic search funcionality.

Figure 3: An example of paper recommendation based on S CS w.



Figure 4: Relevant Dataset Discovery Framework based on
the generated feature set used to query DataHub Linked Data
provider.

as the topics covered by them. This is achieved using well estab-
lished datasets like DBpedia10 and Freebase11, where a reference
point for the unstructured textual content of publications is created
through an enrichment process.

Again, the enrichment process is carried out using DBpedia
Spotlight12 [10] and addresses several issues of significant impor-
tance. For instance, it offers several advantages such as: (i) identi-
fication of (common) named entities, (ii) disambiguation; and (iii)
expansion of the limited dataset and resource descriptions with ad-
ditional background knowledge.

3.3 Data Discovery
Our Web application uses as its starting point the instances in

the LAK dataset to automatically explore and recommend to users,
datasets that covers similar topics. In order to query, detect and
interlink related datasets, we chose the DataHub as a data provider.
DataHub serves as a collecting point of datasets from various fields
and currently it has over 5000 datasets. Note that, from the large
number of datasets, only 300 datasets are provided as Linked Open
Data. As the latter is the main focus of our work, the analysis and
interlinking process is focused for such datasets.

Briefly, the data discovery is performed using CKAN13 data
management framework from DataHub, where based on data anal-
ysis and user interests (such as topics covered by a publica-
tion/resource) related datasets are suggested.

Additionally, we provide to the user a set of resources, amongst
other data analytics, that enables the user to harvest and correlate
new information from the discovered resources, considering the
LAK dataset as a starting point of such discovery.

This approach presents several advantages such as the adoption
and the widespread use of Linked Data principles for publishing
scientific papers. Nowadays, many conferences make their pro-
ceedings and journals freely accessible, hence our approach would
take advantage of such open data and offer users topically relevant
papers for a particular resource in the LAK dataset.

10http://dbpedia.org
11http://www.freebase.com/
12http://spotlight.dbpedia.org/
13http://www.ckan.org

4. EVALUATION OF DATA ANALYSIS
AND DATA DISCOVERY

This section presents an overview of the results obtained by an-
alyzing the LAK dataset with respect to the constructed feature set
that describes topics covered by individual publications. Moreover,
based on the data analysis procedure and shared information, we
show that the establishment of links between the different publica-
tions within the LAK dataset and from other datasets in DataHub
is possible.

In the following subsections, we show the analysis of the LAK
dataset and the discovery of relevant datasets and publications.

4.1 Data Analysis
The data analysis of the LAK dataset focuses mostly on assess-

ing the individual publications for their topic coverage. In this man-
ner, we build a connected data graph consisting of the individual
publications and items from the feature set. This step is necessary
to provide the exploratory search functionality, where based on the
established edges between publications and feature set items, we
can navigate through the publications or topics of interest. There-
fore, the results obtained with respect to the constructed feature set
and LAK dataset graph are shown in what follows.

Table 1 shows the top ranked items for each of the feature sets,
along with the number of associations an item has with respect to
all publications (entity, category and type items). Figure 5 shows
the constructed data graph for the LAK dataset.

4.2 Data Discovery
After creating the feature set based on the information provided

from reference datasets, we are able to query for relevant datasets
in DataHub.

Thus, for the top ranked feature set items, the data discovery
for relevant resources is considered. Table 2 shows the discovered
resources and datasets for the top-10 entity items. Note that, we fo-
cus only on bibliographic datasets, since we aim at recommending
topically related scientific publications. Due to the lack of bib-
liographic datasets, we were not able to find related publications
for all entities considered. Table 2 summarizes the discovered re-
sources. The dataset names are represented by their acronyms as
follows: b3kat - “Bayerische Staatsbibliothek", hebis - “Hessis-
ches Bibliotheks Informations System" and npg - “Nature Publish-
ing Group - ALL".

Additionally, from the set of 96 bibliographic datasets available,
only a few of them were offered as Linked Data, thus narrowing
our search space for relevant resources.

Entity b3kat hebis npg
Data 14 0 12
Learning 5 0 1
Data mining 0 0 0
Algorithm 4 0 0
Education 17 1 2
Analysis 42 1 6
Student 7 1 1
Knowledge 11 0 0
Methodology 4 0 1
Statistics 7 0 1

Table 2: Number of discovered resources from the bibliographic
group for the top ranked items from the entity feature set, based
on the LAK dataset.



Entity Assoc. Category Assoc. Type Assoc.
Data 90 Educational_psychology 161 DBpedia:TopicalConcept 150
Learning 80 Data_analysis 150 Freebase:/book 142
Data_mining 67 Learning 139 Freebase:/book/book_subject 142
Algorithm 50 Scientific_method 137 Freebase:/media_common 138
Education 49 Neuropsychological_assessment 136 Freebase:/media_common/quotation_subject 136
Analysis 48 Greek_loanwords 135 Freebase:/computer 125
Student 46 Data 131 Freebase:/education 122
Knowledge 46 Evaluation_methods 129 Freebase:/education/field_of_study 120
Methodology 42 Computer_data 126 Freebase:/computer/software_genre 120
Statistics 41 Research_methods 124 Freebase:/internet 118
System 37 Systems_science 118 Freebase:/internet/website_category 118
Scientific_modelling 37 Formal_sciences 108 Freebase:/award 114
Prediction 36 Data_management 108 Freebase:/media_common/media_genre 105
Data_set 36 Cognitive_science 107 Freebase:/organization 103
Statistical_classification 30 Statistical_terminology 107 Freebase:/award/award_discipline 103
Evaluation 29 Developmental_psychology 101 Freebase:/business 102
Standard_deviation 29 Intelligence 93 Freebase:/organization/organization_sector 99
Probability 28 Data_mining 91 Freebase:/people 99
Behavior 26 Critical_thinking 87 Freebase:/film 94
Interaction 24 Thought 84 Freebase:/book/periodical_subject 93

Table 1: Top ranked items from the feature set for the LAK Dataset, from the dataset analysis.
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Computer programming

XML

Ecological metrics

Metalogic

Role status

Meaning (philosophy ...

Calendars

Military history of ...

Mathematical termino...

Hydrology

Think tanks

Cartography

Personal development

Space

Signal processing

Electronic feedback

XML-based standards

Orbits

Companies listed on ...

Social bookmarking

Analysis

Mining

Postmodern art

Funding bodies

Professorial degrees

Lexicography
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Marks & Spencer
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Concurrent computing

Trees (data structur...

Globalization

Education by subject

Computer engineering

Buildings and struct...

Social groups

1789 establishments ...

Free learning manage...

Surfaces

Criticism

Integral transforms

Italian loanwords
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Strategic management

Member states of the...
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Computer occupations
Latent variable models

Cloud applications

Linux numerical anal...

Lie groups

Vector spaces

Thermodynamic entropy

Spam filtering

Notation

Data analysis

Educational facilities

Pharmacokinetics

Recording

Theatre

Digital technology

School districts

BlackBerry software

Local government dis...

Cloud computing prov...

Physiology

Social philosophy

Digital television

Socialization

Population ecology

Historical scientifi...

Proprietary database...

Files

Performance management

Psychiatry controver...

Literacy
Decision theory

Algebraic structures

Automobile transmiss...

Concurrency (compute...

Statistical mechanics

Supercomputers

Freedesktop.org

Mathematical analysis

Computer-aided design

Methodology

Countries bordering ...

Titles

Industrial automation

British architecture

Internet search algo...

Environment

Academia

Exploratory data ana...

Mental processes

Management occupations

Melody types
Class-based programm...

Educational research

1776 establishments ...

Didactics

Cosmopolitan species

Patent law

Blog hosting services

Java programming lan...

Machines

Oak Ridge Associated...

Waves

International develo...

Microsoft developmen...

Accounting terminology

Higher education in ...

Relationship counsel...

Companies listed on ...

Statistical data types

Online chat

Digital geometry

Data-centric program...

Open methodologies

Marriage

Triangle centers

Ethical principles

Heat transfer

Individual physical ...

Engineers

Academic administrat...

Terminology

Internet architecture

Medicinal chemistry

Numbers

Developmental psycho...

Software distribution

Economics of uncerta...

Cognitive science

Sociological termino...

1975 establishments ...

Sociology index

Network performance

Regulation

Analogy
Political engineering

Information theory

Companies based in R...

Projects

Search algorithms

Social networks

Business terms

Social classes

Persistent Worlds

Music

Grammatical cases

Exponentials

Categorical data

Research

Chronology

Optimal controlFile sharing networks

Woodcarving

Video on demand serv...

Water streams

Web syndication form...

Discourse analysis

Collaboration

Decision Support Sys...

1764 establishments

Social constructionism

Internet culture

Systems Modeling Lan...

Education in the Uni...

Epistemology of scie...

Process management

Anti-psychiatry

Digital media

Newspapers published...

International rankings

Legal education

Private equity portf...

Philosophical concepts

Higher education in ...

Authority

Binary operations

Internet access

People from Stoke-on...

Piping

National Science Fou...

Rights

Ice dancing

Philosophy of science

Model aircraft

Megafauna of Eurasia

Composite data types

Interrogative words ...

Megafauna

Ceremonies

2005 software

Web design

Attention-deficit hy...

Stock market

GUI widgets

Landscape ecology

Positions of authority

Ecosystems

Game theory

Markov models

Law enforcement occu...

Labour law

Multivariate statist...

History of mining

C software

Dow Jones Industrial...

Sparse matrices

Local government in ...

Technical factors of...

Theoretical physics

Mac OS X software

Cognitive psychology

Celestial mechanics

Computational fluid ...

Symbiosis

Words coined in the ...

Facebook

Consumer behaviour

Logical calculi
Linux package manage...

Production economics

Integral calculus

Computational science

Mass

Traditional Chinese ...

Abstract algebra

Department stores

1969 in computer sci...

Programming language...

Psychiatric institut...

Progressive Era in t...

Electric current

Technical communicat...

Conceptual models
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String similarity me...
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Ren%C3%A9 Descartes

Singapore Police Force

Superorganisms

New England Associat...

Peercasting

Full Members of the ...

Human resource manag...

Systems of formal lo...

Christian iconography

Religious symbols
Quality management

Proof theory

Member states of NATO

Differential equations
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Multilingual websites

Android software

Television technology

Language

Engineering occupati...

Windows word process...

GIS file formats

Biology

States and territori...
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HTTP

Integrals

Saint Petersburg Sta...

Populated places est...

Member states of the...

NP-complete problems

Single equation meth...

Architectural termin...

Lie algebras

Sound

G8 nations

Discovery Channel

Dispositional beliefs

Law enforcement

Encodings

Core issues in ethics

Behavioral concepts

Full Members of the ...

Neologisms

American inventions

Classification algor...

Non-parametric stati...

Network protocols

Singular value decom...
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Link analysis

Sorting algorithms
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Chinese inventions

Marxist theory
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Video

Qualitative research

Filter frequency res...

Theology

Australian televisio...

Theory of computation

Emotion

Electricity

Publicly traded comp...
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Standardization
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Graphic design

Multi-dimensional ge...
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Systems science

Collaborative projects
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Algorithms on strings
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Internet broadcasting

Learning

Data mining

Applied psychology

Structural engineering

First-level administ...

Learning to read

Data serialization f...

Law enforcement titles

Infinity

South Asian countries

Affine geometry

Humanities

1969 introductions

Laptops

Filter theory

Sentences by type

Bada software

Systems psychology

Internet memes

20th-century mathema...

Search engine optimi...

Teachable units for ...

Western art

Self-organization

Sociological theories

Evidence-based medic...

Data

Geomorphology

Lexical databases

Education schools

Microsoft applicatio...

Object-oriented prog...

Secondary education

Computer-mediated co...

Part-time employment

SQL

Hypertext

Internet companies o...
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Publishing terms

Software companies b...

2002 software

Legal entities

Computer networks
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Policy

Units of time

Procedural programmi...

Standardized tests

Intention

Coordinate systems
IOS software

Metadata

Geometric measurement

Hawaiian words and p...

Quality assurance

Populated places est...

Digital photography

State functions

Town and country pla...

Sociological theory

Desktop database app...

Doctoral degrees

Computer security pr...

Summary statistics

Project management s...

Time

Linux software

Art movements

One

Set families

Red Hat

Risk analysis

Approximations

M-estimators

Simulation

Edmonton

Syndromes

Embedded systems

Radiation health eff...

Electronic engineering

Subjects taught in m...

Skills

Textbooks
Social theories

Association of Indep...

Database management ...

20th century

Grape varieties

Internet search engi...

English-language tel...
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Generative linguistics

Educational video ga...

Childhood
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Maps

Positive mental atti...

Objective-C

Metric geometry
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String theory
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Personal life

Neural networks

Philosophy of therma...
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Science-related lists

Image processing
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IRIX software

Qualities of thought

Government instituti...
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Design

Logic

Psychological theories

Biodegradable waste ...

Ad-hoc units and for...

Formal sciences

Sociolinguistics

Windows software

Problem solving

Physical layer proto...

Population
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Government of the Un...
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Interest (psychology)
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19th-century mathema...
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Universities and col...

Healthcare quality

Megafauna of North A...

Genetics

Cloud storage

Virtual avatars

Association of Ameri...

1856 births
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Mergers and acquisit...
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Local government

Broadband
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Continuous distribut...

Children

Formal methods http://data.linkeded...

Simple living

Companies based in S...

Educational institut...

Euclidean geometry

Industrial processes

Department stores of...

GPS

Scientific documents

Mass media

Printing

Living people

Combat

Cognitive neuroscience

Charities based in B...

Microsoft BASIC

Cluster computing

Branches of philosophy

Flynn's taxonomy

Literary concepts

Directed graphs

Learning in computer...

Immediate inference

Geometry

Object-oriented prog...

Fundamental analysis

Module theory

Social anthropology
Polynomials

Manhattan Project

Philosophy of biology

Superpowers

Euclidean solid geom...

Packaging materials

Underwater diving sa...

Countries bordering ...

Validity (statistics)

Papermaking

Printing materials

Musical terminology

Complexity classes

Types of functions

Companies establishe...

Information systems

Ecclesiastical titles

Reading

Science and technolo...

Mental content

Personality

English-speaking cou...

Logarithms

Programming idioms

Archaeology of the U...

Visual arts

Former Eastern Ortho...

Reputation management

Distance education i...

Companies establishe...

Military operations ...

Educational assessme...

Health promotion

Business theory

Orientation

Cross symbols

Least squares

People associated wi...

Wikimedia projects

Acronyms

Lists by country

Federalism in the Un...

Internet forum termi...

JVM programming lang...

Organizational theory

Maintenance

Types of library

Political science te...

Science education

New York Post

Medical statistics

Behavior

Companies establishe...

Companies establishe...

BioinformaticsEngineering statistics

Tails of probability...

Privately held compa...

Individualism

Mineralogy

Functions and mappings

Recursion

Economic sociology

Physical exercise

Summary statistics f...

Logical consequence

Storage media

Commerce

French loanwords

Causality

Quantitative research

Zoology

Theses

Geometric topology

Greek words and phra...

Microsoft

Engagement

Narcissism
Concurrent programmi...

University of Cambri...

Data management

Proprietary cross-pl...

Invasive mammal spec...

Reference

Sociocultural evolut...

Biotechnology

Emotions

BRICS

Computer-assisted tr...

History of sociology

Articles with exampl...

Units of frequency

Types of marketing

Primitive types

Computational statis...

Analytics

Computability theory

BigTable implementat...

Nuclear weapons of t...

Photo sharing

Educational institut...

Law enforcement occu...

Crystallography

Enterprise architect...

Logical connectives

Help desk16th arrondissement ...

Christian symbols

Anaerobic digestion

Open University

Telecommunications

Functional analysis

Error

Epistemology

Countries of the Ind...

Solid mechanics

Justification

Means

Enterprise modelling

Political culture

Self-reference

Collaborative software

Physical quantities

Sun Microsystems

Automotive transmiss...

Russian statisticians

.NET framework

Physical chemistry

New media

Mathematical proofs

Electronics companie...
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Modernism

Logic and statistics

Numerical analysis

Software development...

Ontology

Numerical linear alg...

Distance education i...

Markov processes

Code names

Internet ages
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Artisans

Real estate
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Source code

Formal specification...

Science occupations

Sociological terms

Nature

Computer law

Java platform

Auxiliary sciences o...

Drug delivery devices

Social divisions

Limbic system

Teleconferencing

Approximation algori...

X86-64 Linux distrib...

Video game genres

Conic sections

Article Feedback 5 A...

Economics terminology

Units of angle

Conjugate prior dist...

Vision

Hypothesis testing

Academic institutions

Writing occupations

Law

Articles with exampl...

Public speaking

Revolutionary tactics

Business law

Model selection

Action video games

British brands

Mathematical relations

Assistive technology

Elementary geometry

Oral communication

Museum collections

The Pogues members

Graphical user inter...

Listed buildings in ...

Human behavior

Alexander Hamilton

Videotelephony

Digital press

Expert witnesses

Places in Berkshire ...

Building engineering

Matter

Film and video techn...

Carnegie Mellon Univ...

21st century

News Corporation sub...

Customer experience ...

Aesthetics

Wikipedia

Computer networking

Graphics file formats

Garment industry

Software design

Applications of dist...

Sovereignty

Charities based in S...
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Composting

Computer dataInteraction

Free algebraic struc...

Perfect graphs

Crowdsourcing

Multinational compan...

Equations

Human%E2%80%93comput...

Thermodynamics

Curricula

Wood

History of television

Public services

Service-oriented (bu...

Educational technology

X Window System

Brown University

Standards

Mutation

Matrix theory

History of mathematics

Musical composition

Syntactic entities
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Educational psycholo...
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Discrete geometry

Inquiry

Communication theory

Research methods

Materials science

IBM

Kindness

Social networking se...

User interface techn...

Platonic solids

Cascading Style Sheets

C programming langua...

Open formats

Academic disciplines

Lecturers

E-commerce

History of ideas

Error detection and ...

Professional titles ...

Unitary authorities ...

Telecommunication th...

Economic growth

Natural philosophy

Nuclear weapons prog...

Mathematical modeling

Articles to be merge...

Education

Discrete mathematics

Mathematical science...

Distillation

Presentation

Georgian architectur...

Budgets

Reality

Horology

Art media

Integrated circuits

Experimental psychol...

Population density

Microsoft Office

Clinical trials

Point of sale compan...

Media studies

Interpretation (phil...

English inventions

Modes

Telecommunications e...

Architectural commun...

Lawyers

Ballistics

Anthropology

Zoomable User Interf...

Review websites

Fractions

Hudson's Bay Company...

Diagrams

Aftermath of war

International trade

1988 introductions

Seven Network
Humans

Pharmaceutical indus...

Science studies

Electric vehicles

Statistical outliers

Ethics

Keyhole Markup Langu...

Entertainment

Military

Charts

Digital rights

Analysis of algorithms

Musical techniques

Anthropological cate...

Elementary and prima...

Social systems

Subroutines

School types

Signs of death

Derivatives (finance)

Social research

Culture in Cambridge

Force

International relati...

Computational resour...

Household income

Morphology

DNA

Sampling (statistics)

Religious fundamenta...

Postgraduate schools

Accountability

Articles with exampl...

Virtual communities

Educational qualific...

Content management s...

Power laws

Astrological aspects

Bridges

Independent agencies...

1992 software

Speech recognition

Political theories

Pi

Computer security mo...

Mind
Tools

Economic indicators

Hidden Markov models

Writing

Computer file systems

Control flow

Concepts in physics

Conservation

Sports terminology

IBM unit record equi...

Art materials

Probability theorists

Engineering discipli...

Emergency telephone ...

Case Western Reserve...

Computer jargon

Market research
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Types of polling
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Homogeneous chemical...
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Companies based in W...

Personality typologies

Qualia

Russian mathematicians

Injection exploits

Social issues

Articles with incons...

Transducers

Sports entertainment

Video game gameplay

Computers

Greek inventions

Representation theory

Mechanical vibrations

1896 establishments ...

Style (fiction)

Animals described in...

Social inequality

Cultural geography

Patterns

Subdivisions of the ...

Graph data structures

Combinatorial optimi...

Graphical user inter...

Websites

Mind%E2%80%93body pr...

Nonverbal communicat...

Web services

States of the United...

EmpiricismPeople in informatio...

Non-standard analysis
Foreign exchange mar...

Psychology

Basic meteorological...

Business process

Communication science

Project management

Computer programmers

Labeling theory

Futurology

Engineering

Innovation economics

Privacy

1971 in computer sci...

Social economy

Standards-based educ...

Higher category theory

Mathematical structu...

History of radio

Weather

Estimation theory

Regression variable ...

Articles containing ...

Alumni of Keele Univ...

Belief Colloidal chemistry

National Association...

Host cities of the C...

Domain-specific prog...

Education terminology

Theories of mind

Differential operators

Fluid dynamics

American philosophy

Formal languages

Information sensitiv...

Drawing

United States

Prediction

Computer security so...

Scientific revolution

Developmental biology

Performance art

Education reform

Archive formats

Utility software type

Companies establishe...

Semantics

Mathematical logic
Regression analysis

Ship construction

School qualifications

Decision trees

School terminology

Data collection

Video game design

Computer libraries

Community building

Programming constructs
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Former confederations

.NET programming lan...

Observation

Infographics

Association of Commo...

Free windowing systems

Algebra

Length

Colonial Colleges

Complex dynamics

Model theory

Computer hardware co...

Metaphysics

Electronic circuit v...

Demographic economics

Translation

Culture

Economics of regulat...

English words and ph...

Communalism

Self

Architecture

Philosophy of mind

Statistical methods

Fluid mechanics

Dynamically typed pr...

MBTI types

Idealism

Population genetics

Graph families

Atomic bombings of H...

Experimental physics

Nursing

Fundraising

Rivers

Business

Macroeconomics

Construction equipment

Greek loanwords

Numerical programmin...

Sociodynamics

Virtual globes

Quality control

Product management

Attention

Real analysis

Organizations

Sexual arousal

Performing arts

Elementary shapes

3D computer graphics

Postmodern theory

Nationalism

Data analysis software

Distance education

Mathematics

Modular arithmetic

Olympic sports

Classes of computers

Adulthood

Punched card

Measure theory

Hybrid vehicles

Learning methods

Health informatics

Community

Abstraction

Network architecture

Interdisciplinary fi...

Computer architecture

Conformity

Statistical inference

Social concepts

Examinations

Prismatoid polyhedra

Natural language pro...

Identity

Energy

Online gaming services

Reproduction

Programming language...

Hearing

Philosophy of life

Quality

Articles with exampl...

Graph theory

Differential topology

Internet television

Psychometrics

Psephology

Demographics

Online games

Proxy servers

Associative arrays

Blogging

Axiology

Spirituality

Home computer software

Sequences and series

Firearm terminology

Visitor attractions ...

Nothing

Motivation

Economic systems

1985 software

Vectors

Business models

Systems engineering

Interpolation

History of Cambridge

Politics and technol...

G15 nations

Articles with exampl...

Computing

Educational software

Learning psychology

Complex systems theory

Popular culture

Corpus linguistics

Human geography

Logging
Computational comple...

Types of business en...

Dynamical systems

Statistical charts a...

Committee on Institu...

Trains

Mathematical optimiz...

Web 2.0

Online education

MIPS Technologies

Ratios

Legal terms

Oracle acquisitions

Bayesian statistics

Consensus reality

Places

Neuropsychological a...

Data modeling langua...

Services management ...

University of Chicago

History of software

Transportation plann...

Probability

Vector calculus

Mental health profes...

Design of experiments

Free package managem...

Cognition

Political philosophy

Computer performance

Instruction set arch...

AerodynamicsHierarchy

Electronic documents

Organizations based ...

Comparison of assess...
Evaluation methods

Deviance and social ...

SocialismArchitectural elements

Articles with exampl...

Computer languages

Elementary arithmetic

Complex numbers

Commodities market

Debian-based distrib...

Environmental moveme...

Economic geography

Resources

Plant morphology

Compiler construction

Information technolo...

National security

Servers (computing)

Phase transitions

Colonial architectur...

History

Lexis (linguistics)

1989 introductions

Symbols

Ancient Greek music

Risk

Scale modeling

IBM storage devices

Actuarial science

Gothic Revival archi...

Populated places est...

Creative Commons-lic...

Social status

Machine learning

General encyclopedias

1981 introductions

Classification systems

Television genres

Environmental science
Communication

Combinatorics

Meetings

Nursing research

Statements

Historical eras

Companies based in R...

Programming language...

Wagering

Freeware

Spreadsheet file for...

Syntactic transforma...

Habitat (ecology) te...

Student culture

Quantification

Navigation Units of information

Biological systems

Risk management

MUD terminology

Theories of history

University of Cambri...

Gambling terminology

Home economics

Application software

Statistical theory

Digital libraries

Positive psychology

%3C!--Professions--%...

Agriculture

Ethernet

Software testing

Real-time web

Social information p...

Trigonometry

Special functions

Computer science

Schoolteachers

Cryptography

Water

Countries bordering ...

Organizations establ...

Coimbra Group

GNUstep

Video game culture

People from Ryazan

Organizations establ...

Articles including r...

G20 nations

Charles Sanders Peirce

Debian

Emerging technologies

Literary genres

Food safety

Social sciences

Network theory

Educational television

ISO standards

Parallel computing

Statistical intervals

Cluster analysis

Definition

Sound production tec...

Computer network sec...

Laboratory techniques

Website management

Mathematical sciences

Video game terminology
India

Geometric group theory
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Privately held compa...

Microsoft Windows

Multivariable calculus

Debating

Mental structures

Relational database ...

Arts

Grammar

Orders of magnitude

Questionnaire constr...

Genetic programming

Manifolds

Operating systems

High schools and sec...

Programming language...

Spacetime

Typing

Online dictionaries

Tests

Primary care

Multiple choice

Occupations

Theories of aesthetics

Aptitude Generalized linear m...

Dosage forms

Evidence law

Literature

Critical thinking

Application programm...

Companies establishe...

Happiness

Health research
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Engines
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Software that uses Qt

Geodesy
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Educational institut...

Counterculture
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2000s in computer sc...

English Heritage

Grief

2004 establishments ...

Web 2.0 neologisms

Statistical classifi...

1884 establishments ...

Police ranks

Open Travel Alliance

Companies establishe...

Imperial units

Potential

Cloud computing

Companies in the Dow...

Lexical units

Psychological testing

Former courts and tr...

School examinations

Data types

Medicine

Computer graphics da...

Article Feedback Bla...

Electronics terms

Leadership

Selection

Fiction-writing mode

Sensors

Pharmacology

Fashion design

Geometric centers

Grammar frameworks

Urban design

Systemic Risk - Beha...

Hacking (computer se...

AIDS origin hypotheses

Development

Arrays

Films by type

User interfaces

Education policy

Employment compensat...

Statistics articles ...

Engineering concepts

Action (genre)

Liberal democracies

Unsolved problems in...

Organizational culture

Internet marketing

Megafauna of Africa

Inverse problems

Classical genetics

Radiology

Database theory

History of the Inter...

Remote desktop

Computer file formats

Schools

Software bugs

Expert systems

Photography

Software optimization

Philosophical theories

Society

Text messaging

Arabic loanwords

Kohlberg Kravis Robe...

Companies based in L...

Software development...
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Corporations law

Companies based in S...

Teaching

Universities and col...

Television terminology

Operations research

Real algebraic geome...

Thought

Solutions

Change management
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Human rights by issue
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Northern American co...
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Articles lacking sou...

Information
Holism

Industrial design

Education economics

Social sciences meth...

Public relations

Distributions with c...

Concepts in aesthetics

Production and manuf...Computer programming...

Military history of ...

Personality tests

National Medal of Te...

Transaction processing

Elementary special f...

Control theory

Archival science

Supply chain managem...

Memory

Flood

Meta-analysis

Websites which mirro...

Organs

Knowledge

Databases

Basic concepts in se...

Interpersonal relati...

Environmental design

Integrated developme...

Intelligence (inform...

Industry

Psychology articles ...

Open content projects

Materials

Teacher training

Behavioral and socia...

Blogs

Employment

Real numbers

Income

Group processes

Planned science and ...

Orders of magnitude ...

American brands

Geography

Linguistics

Institutes

Computer security ex...

Multimedia

Arabic words and phr...

Bicontinental countr...

Finite rings

1999 introductions

Cheminformatics

Brand management

Cloud platforms

Visual effects

Mathematics education
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Figure 5: Topic coverage of LAK data graph for the individual resources.



5. RELATED WORK
Cobo et al.[3] presents an analysis of student participation in on-

line discussion forums using an agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm, and explore the profiles to find relevant activ-
ity patterns and detect different student profiles. Barber et al. [1]
uses a predictive analytic model to prevent students from failing
in courses. They analyze several variables, such as grades, age,
attendance and others, that can impede the student learning.Kahn
et al. [7] present a long-term study using hierarchical cluster anal-
ysis, t-tests and Pearson correlation that identified seven behavior
patterns of learners in online discussion forums based on their ac-
cess. García-Solórzano et al. [6] introduce a new educational mon-
itoring tool that helps tutors to monitor the development of the
students. Unlike traditional monitoring systems, they propose a
faceted browser visualization tool to facilitate the analysis of the
student progress. Glass [8] provides a versatile visualization tool to
enable the creation of additional visualizations of data collections.

Essa et al. [4] utilize predictive models to identify learners aca-
demically at-risk. They present the problem with an interesting
analogy to the patient-doctor workflow, where first they identify the
problem, analyze the situation and then prescribe courses that are
indicated to help the student to succeed. Siadaty et al.[13] present
the Learn-B environment, a hub system that captures information
about the users usage in different softwares and learning activities
in their workplace and present to the user feedback to support future
decisions, planning and accompanies them in the learning process.

In the same way, McAuley et al. [9] propose a visual analyt-
ics to support organizational learning in online communities. They
present their analysis through an adjacency matrix and an ad-
justable timeline that show the communication-actions of the users
and is able to organize it into temporal patterns. Bramucci et al. [2]
presents Sherpa an academic recommendation system to support
students on making decisions. For instance, using the learner pro-
files they recommend courses or make interventions in case that
students are at-risk.

In the related work, we showed how different perspectives and
the necessity of new tools and methods to make data available and
help decision-makers.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented the main features of the Cite4Me Web

application. Cite4Me makes use of several data sources to provide
information for users interested on scientific publications and its
applications.

Additionally, we provided a general framework on data discov-
ery and correlated resources based on a constructed feature set,
consisting of items extracted from reference datasets. It made pos-
sible for users, to search and relate resources from a dataset with
other resources offered as Linked Data.

For more information about the Cite4Me Web application refer
to http://www.cite4me.com.
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